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Prof. Strokoff
Law School Welcomes Justice Kennedy
Appointed
Legislative
for Annual Law Review Symposium
Counsel of
U.S. House of
Representatives
BY KATIE EARNEST

Editor-in-Chief

On Thursday October 15th, GW
Law hosted a lecture by Justice Anthony
Kennedy, a talk that was the keynote
speech for the annual Law Review
Symposium. Members of the GW Law
community attended the event in the
Betts Auditorium in the Marvin Center
on a rainy Thursday afternoon, where
everyone enjoyed a humorous, informa
tive lecture on the importance of judicial
review.
Dean Lawrence gave a brief wel
come to the audience, remarking, "I have
no illusions that you're here to hear me
speak." Dean Lawrence noted the con
nections that the school has to the Court,
pointing out that Justice Kenned, who
was appointed to the Supreme Court by
Ronald Reagan in 1988, has the largest
number of former clerks on the faculty,
among them Professors Gregory Maggs,
Orin Kerr, and Renee Lettow Lerner.
Dean Lawrence pointed out that Justice
Roberts has referred to the current court as

the "Kennedy Court" because of his role
in many close decisions and emphasized
how proud the school was to host Justice
Kennedy.

Professor Lerner went on to give
the introduction to
Justice Kennedy. Pro
fessor Lerner was in
strumental in soliciting
Justice Kennedy to
come speak, as she
proposed the topic
of judicial review for
the symposium topic
and requested that he
come speak to the law
school's students. In
her introduction, she
said that he has always
been a "perfect gentle
man," who treats ev
eryone with the same
courtesy. She also not
ed that he is a warm
and passionate speaker
and teacher who cares
deeply about the law,
an insight that was confirmed when Jus
tice Kennedy took the stage.
Justice Kennedy appeared relaxed,
declining to use the podium and instead
walking freely around the stage, gesturing

fluidly to make his points. He compared
the subject of judicial
review with the idea of
BY CALEB DULIS
judicial independence,
Staff Writer
saying that judicial
review "is an awful
power in the sense
Sandra Strokoff, an adjunct faculty
that it is grave." He
traced the history of member at the George Washington Law
judicial independence, School, has had a busy year. Last spring,
starting with the Eng the career attorney in the House Office of
lish common law and the Legislative Counsel -the nonpartisan
marking the effect of body responsible for assisting Members of
major events such as Congress in drafting legislation - began
the Magna Carta, En co-teaching a class at GW on Legislative
lightenment, and the Analysis and Drafting. In June, House
American Revolution. Speaker Nancy Pelosi appointed Stro
He noted that, as all koff to the lead position in the Office
law students have read, - Legislative Counsel of the U.S. House
Marbury v. Madison of Representatives. Professor Strokoff
established judicial re becomes the eighth Legislative Counsel
view, though it did not in the history of the Office and the first
appear that it would be woman to hold the position. Gregory
used often until the litigation explosion of Maggs, GW's Senior Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs, said he was delighted
the twentieth century.
Though some may criticize the to have the new Legislative Counsel as a
frequent exercise of this power, Kennedy George Washington Law professor. "Her
knowledge of legislative drafting cannot
See Kennedy on Page 2
be replicated," he said. "The Law School
is fortunate to be located in Washington,
where we can recruit such experts, and
blessed that they are willing to share their
time with us."
Strokoff said that she learned of
her appointment through the Speaker's
office a few days before the official an
nouncement. "My first reaction was, and
continues to be, feeling honored to serve
the House in this capacity," she said. "The
attorneys and support staff in the Office
However, Myers notes that once ev of the Legislative Counsel are extremely
erybody arrived, things ran very smoothly. intelligent, hardworking public servants
Each team of two law students had the who work very diligently, frequently under
opportunity to argue their case as both trying conditions, to produce well-crafted
defense and plaintiffs counsel, disputing legislation."
whether a college should be held liable
Strokoff, like the other Legisla
for hosting a carnival at which a student tive Counsels before her, spent her career
was hit in the face by a ball thrown by an working as an attorney in the Office. Ac
overserved colleague. Of course, there cording to an article in The Hill, she first
were many more intricacies, twists, and joined the Office of Legislative Counsel
subplots to the problem, which was writ in 1975, after earning her J.D. from the
ten by Turner last summer. Turner states University of Pennsylvania Law School.
that she got the idea for the problem from "Like most attorneys in the Office, I did
a personal injury law firm. This was the not know of its existence before a repre
second year in a row that the Board has sentative of the Office recruited at my law
written its own problem for an internal school," said Strokoff, "so I would have to
competition.
say that the career chose me rather than
It is quite fitting that the problem vice versa. But I have never regretted that
was based on a personal injury dispute, choice."
as the fall competition is hosted by a per
Strokoff said she has found her
sonal injury law firm, Cohen and Cohen. career in governme-nt "extremely reward-

Mock Trial Hosts Record Number
Participants in Fall Competition
BY TIMOTHY FREY

Staff Writer

This Sunday, the George Washing
ton Mock Trial Board will host the quarter
and semi-finals of the Cohen and Cohen
Mock Trial Competition. Sixteen second
and third-year law students will be facing
off for a chance to compete in front of a
federal district court judge, Judge William
H. Pauley of the Southern District of New
York, in the final round on Wednesday,
November 11.
These 16 advocates advanced from
an original pool of 68 students, all of
whom competed several weekends ago at
both the law school and the D.C. Superior
Courthouse. This is the largest Cohen
and Cohen Competition to date (for ex
ample last year's competition boasted 44
participants), and was the largest skills
competition hosted at GW this fall. Board
President David Myers speculates that the
reason for such a large turnout may have
been "because many people who opted

for Van Vleck last year, with Justice Scalia
judging the finals, decided to compete
in Cohen and Cohen this year." Myers
also noted that "in general, this year's
2L class seemed to be very enthusiastic
about Mock Trial -more so than previous
classes," which also may have led to such
high participation.
Despite the high volume of partici
pants and some early morning setbacks,
the first r ound of the competition proved
successful. Denise L. Turner, Vice Presi
dent of Internal Competitions, describes
the beginning of the day as "anightmare,"
as a DC Bike Event shut down many of
the roads surrounding the courthouse.
Because many judges and participants
did not know of the closures beforehand,
many arrived late (or not at all), heighten
ing the stress of an already nerve-wrack
ing experience, and pushing back the start
of their busy day.

See Competition on Page 4
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BY PHILIPP HAVEN STEIN

SBA Vice President of Programming

The SBA will host its annual Haloween Party and Festival on Thursday,
Tctober 29th. As the title suggests, the
ivent consists of two parts: (1) a daytime
festival held from 4:00 PM — 7:00 PM at
he law school in the Stockton Lounge
ind Patio areas and (2) a nighttime party
ield from 9:00 PM - 2:00 AM at Ibiza
Nightclub.
The festival was added to the event
wo years ago in an effort to increase
itudent involvement and provide an alcolol-free alternative to the nightclub party,
jince its addition, the festival has been a
remendous success. In past years, the fesival has included carnival games such as
-ing toss, milk bottles, pumpkin bean bag
:oss, Quarterback Pass
Challenge, Skee-Ball,
ind Hi-Striker. Each
time a student success
fully completes the car
nival game challenge, he
or she receives a raffle
ticket. Students can
then place their raffle
tickets in individually
narked boxes to try and win an assort
ment of prizes. Prizes include gift cards
L> local stores and restaurants, as well as
tree tickets to this year's Barristers Ball.
But the fun doesn't stop there! Students

are also encouraged to take advantage ol
a professional caricaturist and fortune
teller, and to cheer on their classmates in
the annual Pie Eating Contest. This year'
contestants in the Pie Eating Contest
which takes place at approximately 5:3(
PM are: (1) 1L Tamaso Johnson; (2) II
Anita Lam; (3) 2L Bill McGonigle; (4) 2L
Rushab Sanghvi; and (5) 3L and 2007 Pie
Eating Contest Champion Trent Taylor.
For those not interested in competitive
pie-eating, the festival also includes a wide
array of carnival food classics, including
cotton candy, funnel cakes, popcorn
caramel apples, and a variety of sodas
Special thanks are in order for the man)
SBA members who have volunteered theii
time to make sure that the
festival runs smoothly.
After the festiva
winds down, students have
a couple of hours to gc
home and change into theii
costumes before heading
to Ibiza Nightclub, where
the Halloween festivitie
will continue. The SBA
Programming Committee spent numer
ous hours scouring the DC metro area
looking for the best venue to host the

See SBA on Page'/

said that he did not think that it meant he chose ours. It's an honor, but it s also
that the Constitution failed in its purpose a compliment."
Mark Taticchi, Editor-in-Chief of
because other countries were using the
Law
Review,
remarked that the sympo
American Constitution as a model and
sium
itself
went
"extremely well" and that
including provisions for judicial review. A
his
favorite
part
was Justice Kennedy's
professor of constitutional law for twentyspeech.
"The
reason
he came to GW was
five years - competing with Monday Night
so
he
could
talk
to
students.
We have an
Football, he joked - Justice Kennedy
incredible
faculty
and
very
distinguished
said that he never thought he would be
advising other countries on the writing of symposium panelists . . . but Justice
constitutions. He also said that what jus Kennedy came here because he wanted a
tifies judicial review is that the law itself conversation with our students. That's a
checks the courts, as it is ascertainable and rare and wonderful thing."
He continued, "I most enjoyed lis
embodied in the Constitution. He noted
tening
to him talk about the Court and the
that judges have to give reasons for what
judiciary
as institutions. His discussion of
they do and the adversarial system keeps
cert
petitions
is one example of that, and
them in check.
his reference to the
"It is important
Court's
relationship
to find cases where
I think the fact that GW
to
public
opinion is
the Constitution is
another.
So
much of
Law
can
get
Justice
meaningful in our
what
we
hear
time." He said that
Kennedy to come speak at the Court in about
Law
the allegiance that
this symposium says a lot School is several de
judicial decisions
inspire is important about the reputation of the grees of separation
removed from actual
to preserve judicial
Law Review.
events. They're cases
review for the next
that don't necessarily
generation because it
tell the story of how
creates confidence in
the Justices reached their decision or what
the law and its process.
After his formal talk, Justice Ken inspired each of them to vote as they did.
nedy took questions from the audiences, (On top of that, the case could be decadesexpanding on his personal views on mak -or even centuries-old.) The memoirs or
ing judicial decisions. "Your philosophy archived papers that do purport to give a
should not inform the cases," he said more complete picture of things are also
bluntly. "Cases inform what a good phi often far removed from the situations they
describe. On October 15th, we talked with
losophy should be."
Afterward, students shared what someone who lives in that world every
they thought of the Justice's speech, day. He shared several quick glimpses
agreeing that the speech was a rare edu into that world; gaining that insight was
cational opportunity. 3L Terry Schoone- my favorite part."
Taticchi added, "I want to say
Jongen said, "Justice Kennedy's speech
was thoroughly enjoyable. He has an thanks to Professor Lerner and the Dean's
entertaining way of putting words to Office for their tireless efforts not only
gether, he is a great storyteller, and he is regarding Justice Kennedy's visit but also
thought-provoking, but not in a combative with the rest of the symposium. We had
way." He went on to say, "I think the fact a dozen panelists, some of whom trav
that GW Law can get Justice Kennedy to eled from as far away as Wisconsin and
come speak at this symposium says a lot Ontario to be at the symposium. It was a
about the reputation of the Law Review. great event for the Law Review and GW
I'm sure Justice Kennedy receives many Law, and it would not have been possible
invitations to speak at similar events, but without their support."

Another
'BRIC" in the
Wall...
BY VADIM PARTIN

Staff Writer

On October 2nd, 2009, Rio de Ja
neiro was named the host city of the 2016
Summer Olympic Games. Two weeks af
ter winning, the city was thrown into a vi
olent gang war involving drug cartels and
the police, resulting in numerous deaths,
and a police helicopter was downed by
the drug cartel gangs. It seems that the
Rio police are beginning to control the
violence, but sporadic fighting continues.
In just a few days, the image of Rio as
portrayed in the Olympic Campaign was
suddenly transformed from a happy beach
loving city to a city embroiled in a gritty
drug war.
I generally consider myself skeptical
of very rosy economic predictions. Thus,
when a Goldman Sachs Report came out
in 2001 proclaiming that the economies

of Brazil, Russia, India, and China will
eclipse the combined economies of the
richest developed countries of the world
today, I was not convinced. As a result
of the Goldman Sachs Report, these
four countries came to be known as the
BRICs. Russia even hosted a BRIC sum
mit a few months ago. Although there is
some promising news from these four
countries, they have a bevy of underlying
problems. One of them is national and
regional security, as demonstrated by the
Rio drug violence.
In terms of security, Brazil has long
been suffering from drug cartels and gen
eral poverty of the favelas. A lot of this
violence stems from extreme poverty and
income disparity within the population. If
national security is not greatly improved,
the ability to host the Olympic Games,
as well as other investments coming into
Brazil will come to a halt. Russia, my
native country also suffers numerous
security issues. For one, internal wars in
Chechnya and Dagestan have wreaked
havoc not only on those regions of Rus
sia, but included numerous devastating
attacks on Moscow as well. Additionally,
although violence has subsided from the

See BRIC on Page 3
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"wild 1990s," there are still security issues
in large cities where business people, jour
nalists, and politicians are prime targets
of assassinations. India and China also
have a large number of regional and po
litical conflicts that further drive a wedge
between economic and political stability
and instability. India is currently fighting
Maoist rebels on numerous fronts of its
territory. Last week, India said that it will
deploy 75,000 troops to fight the rebels,
which have infiltrated over a third of the
country's territory. In addition to the Mao
ist concern, there is the ongoing political
and territorial dispute with Pakistan over
Kashmir, which has resulted in numerous
terrorist attacks on Indian Territory over
the years. China, while maintaining that
they have superior security has also not
been spared political instability. In two
regions of China, Tibet and Xinjiang,
minority populations are fighting to either
secede from China or to establish a more
autonomous rule. In both instances, Chi
nese soldiers and police have clashed with
ethnic minorities and dozens of people
have been killed and injured over the last
few years. Additionally, China and Tai
wan are always rattling their swords and
China has even claimed that it will attack
Taiwan if Taiwan dismisses the status quo
and formally declares independence.
The foregoing security concerns in
the BRIC countries place doubt on the re
liability of predictors of economic future
due to the fact that security and economic
prosperity of a country are intrinsically
intertwined. While national security is
a factor that often only indirectly affects
the economic prowess of a country, the
country's products and services are the
lifeblood of its success on the global
marketplace. In the case of Brazil and

That's Why They Call it the House of
REPRESENTATIVES....
BY RYAN BOWEN

Opinions Editor

A new poll came out this past week however, is that most people right now
showing that Americans' concern about simply don't feel like health insurance
and belief in global warming was "cool reform is that important of an issue.
ing off," as the authors so aptly put it. Obama and arch-liberals like Nancy
Around 20% fewer people were found to Pelosi and Harry Reid have discussed
think that there was "strong ^m
the urgency of enacting
scientific evidence" of global
health care reform now.
Most people right The urgency isn't for
warming as opposed to a
similar study conducted two
now simply don V the American populace,
years ago. Even fewer people
however, but rather for
feel like health
felt that man-made activities
the Democratic leaders.
insurance reform Their super-majority in
were responsible for climate
change. Despite this wide is that important of Congress doesn't look
spread apathy, uber-liberals
like it's going to last, and
an issue
in the House have stamped
with an election year
together climate change legimminent, the window
islation that wilf cripple American busi is closing on pushing through these types
nesses, raise costs for consumers, and stunt of liberal agenda pieces. The American
growth, all in the name of counteracting people, though, are concerned about the
global warming, and the White House economy and their jobs, not the health
has assisted their efforts by implement insurance which without any income they
ing a McCarthy/Nixon-esque policy of won't be able to afford anyway.
blacklisting any dissident voices (Yes, Fox
Former president Clinton was often
News clearly has a conservative bias, but criticized for governing "through the
it's hardly alone in picking a side. Have polls;" that is, either refusing to act if the
you ever watched MSNBC?).
public was against it, or at least waiting
Health care is hardly any different. until he knew how the public felt before
Again, most Americans do not feel like he made a decision. Clinton disregarded
the current plans in Congress will do the fact that he had been elected to be
anything to improve their actual health the country's leader and was expected
care situation, and almost half think that to move forward on his own, not sitting
these reform proposals will actually raise
their costs (likely true). Most importantly,

Russia, they live and die by the price of
commodities, with oil and national gas opportunities that people in large cities
being the primary source of wealth for such as Moscow and St Petersburg have.
Russia. Similarly, Brazil also relies heavily Men, often deemed the breadwinners of
on oil, food exports, and other minerals. a family, unable to find gainful employ
Thus, if the prices of commodities were ment turn to alcohol for their escape.
As a result, the life
to suddenly drop, as mmmmmmmmmmmmm
expectancy of men in
they did recently, Bra
It is difficult to sustain
Russia is more than
zil and Russia will be
economic progress
ten years less than
acutely affected. With
women,
likely one of
respect to China and
if a large portion
the largest disparities
India, the two coun
of the population is
in the world. To add
tries have positioned
to these problems, the
themselves as power
disadvantaged in some
population of Russia
houses of cheap labor
major way.
is rapidly shrinking,
and cheap back-office
with families refusing
service support respec- ••••••••"••
to have children due
tively. China's exports
are now on virtually every shelf of every to economic uncertainty. While popula
store around the world, and it would seem tion shrinkage poses a concern for Russia,
that when you call a customer help-line, India has the opposite problem, extreme
the customer service representative will population growth. For a country with
be located somewhere in India. This busi crumbling infrastructure and health care
ness model of putting all of one's eggs in system that is unable to support most
one economic basket is quite dangerous. of its population, the rapid increase in
China is starting to face competition from population adds an extra burden on that
other developing countries that are offer system. Additionally, the hundreds of
ing even lower costs of manufacturing millions of India's poor and illiterate
and it will be probably not too long before do not benefit from India's economic
some countries in Africa or elsewhere growth, and if India does not do more to
start developing call centers of their own address this problem, the country will face
economic and political instability. China,
to compete with India.
It is difficult to sustain economic having established itself as a planned
progress if a large portion of the popula economy state, instituted a "one child
tion is disadvantaged in some major way. policy" to place a check on population
In Brazil, over 50 million people, which is growth. As a result, China will not face
roughly a quarter of the country's popula the overpopulation problem of India, but
tion live in abject poverty with virtually no as the generation that was not under the
hope of advancing. This creates tension "one child policy" begins to retire, their
for the country and often leads to security children, which in most cases, is only one
concerns as mentioned previously. This child due to the policy will be burdened to
instability is not conducive to long-term take care of them. An aging population,
investment. Russia is battling numerous as demonstrated by economic problems
epidemics including hepatitis, AIDS, and that it brought to Japan coupled with
many others, especially in the countryside the "one child policy" is a real economic
and smaller cities. Many people in Rus
See BRIC on Page 4
sia simply do not have access to the same

back and reacting to the whims of the

representational form of government: be
cause the framers knew that simply going
with public opinion isn't always a great
idea. Obama, Reid, Pelosi, and others
have taken this to the opposite extreme,
flaunting the will of the people and pro
ceeding as if their majority in Congress is
the result of some manifest destiny that
they enact every pinnacle of American
liberalism from the last twenty years all
at once, dissenters be damned (even if
those dissenters make up a majority of
the country). When people do speak up
in opposition, the Dems work quickly
to undermine their adversaries instead
of directly engaging them. "You don't
like our brand of health care? Well, then
you're a tool for the insurance industry,"
or "Well, it's really because you're a rac
ist." Such arguments are more befitting
of an elementary school playground than
the halls of Congress ("You don't want
to play with us? Well then, uh, you're
stupid!").
Our politicians are elected to make
the tough decisions, decisions that maybe
none of us would have the courage to
make. Sometimes these decisions may
be unpopular, but if it's truly the right
thing to do, then the public will come
around. After six months of listening to
See House on Page -)

public. There's a reason that we have a

Breast Cancer Awareness
Month -An Exercise In
Commercialism
BY HANNAH GEYER

Opinion Columnist

Hey everyone, Happy Breast Can
cer Awareness Month! You might have
noticed an uptick in the numbers of pink,
seemingly un-breast related products in
your local stores that claimed to donate
certain amount per sale to the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, or
another breast cancer related non-profit.
That's nice. But does the seemingly non
stop marketing of "breast cancer aware
ness" actually help - or does it make us
complacent, satisfied that we're "doing
our part"?
A recent Boston Globe article
stated that 79 percent of all consumers,
all other factors being equal, will switch
to a brand that purports to support a
cause. That's all well and good, and even
makes sense. However, buying a pink
can opener doesn't mean much, if any,
of your money will actually go towards
breast cancer research ... or breast can
cer "awareness raising", for what that's
worth. In fact, if you purchase a pink
Swiffer (because who doesn't need a
pink Swifter!), a whole two cents of your
purchase will go towards a breast cancer
charity - if you had a specific coupon at
the time of your purchase. Other compa
nies set limits on the amount of money
they'll donate; so, if you buy your breast
cancer themed pretzels, but the company's

already donated their maximum amount,
the entirety of your purchase price goes to
the pretzel company. Not to mention that
I'm wary of
companies
that use breast
cancer as
a marketing
tool. Do
we really need
breast cancer awareness
cat food?
cer awareOr breast canbooks? Or
ness checksocks? Breast
cancer
pepper spray? We probably don't, but in
an age where many people haven't set
aside money specifically for charitable
donations, buying a pink-themed prod
uct makes us feel like we're "doing our
part".
Moreover, companies that purport
edly help with breast cancer awareness
and research efforts might even be one of
the factors causing breast cancer. BMW
gives $1 to Susan G. Komen every time
you test drive one of their cars. They, of
course, neglect to mention that pollut
ants in car exhaust are linked to breast
cancer. Cosmetics companies, such as
Avon, are similarly complicit in using
toxic chemicals in their products while
simultaneously supporting breast cancer
research. Am I saying that companies that

See Cancer on Page 5
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CLARE CAVALIERO

De Novo Days

Haze Me, Baby, One More Time
people don't attend law school because
Ever wonder why the structure
other equally incompetent celebrity), and
they're super pumped about pulling
of law school has remained unchanged
they certainly aren't intended to assist
15-hour study days and sleeping in the
despite decades of rumors and complain
students in passing the bar exam (that's
cellar of Stockton - they endure this
ing? Attorneys who have
^m what we spend thousand
perverted form of education because
been through it know how
of dollars on bar/bri for.
Law school is duh). Law school is a rite of what they'll be able to do with their
horrifically miserable it is, but
degree upon graduating. It's their ticket
nonetheless, the higher-ups merely legalized of passage, an initiation in
to the "club."
a sense. Whenever I meet
have failed to initiate a grand
hazing.
Thankfully, admission to law
older attorneys, they always
revolution of the study of law.
school doesn't require lLs to go Britney
ask: "Hey, do they still use
We all have heard the usual,
Spears. (Phew. Law students are, after
that old axiom? That the
trite explanations for the static
all, known for their good looks.) But,
first year they scare you to death, the
environment in which we find ourselves:
we sacrifice in our own way. Countless
second year they work you to death, and
"law school is torturous to 'weed out'
hours in the library on Thursday nights
the third year they bore you to death?"
those who are unfit to be attorneys" or
and even weekends, losing our eyesight
It never fails. They want to know that
"law school is intentionally tedious so to
reading cases that were decided in co
I am just as suicidal as they were in law
simulate life after passing the bar." But,
lonial times and are only questionably
school. Oh, not to worry, I make sure to
personally, I don't buy into this garbage.
written in English, quivering in fear that
affirm their beliefs, because most often,
The real reason that law school is
we might be the next victim of some
these grumpy old men are ecstatic upon
still the same as it was in the 1950s has
thing called the "Socratic Method," and
learning that law school is still just as de
nothing to do with the fact that older gen
moralizing as it was when the
completely erasing
erations still pine for the days of poodle
New York Yankees beat the
our existence from
skirts and leather jackets. Truly, it's no
The three years
Philadelphia Phillies in four
any social scene of
earth-shattering epiphany. Law school is
spent in law
straight games to win the
merely legalized hazing. Yup. I said it.
which we formerly
World Series in 1950.
And it's as simple as that. Anyone who
school don't teach were integral mem
played a high school or college sport,
Seriously, though, my
students how to be bers. These are ex
was part of a fraternity or sorority, or has
argument has merits. The
amples of how law
good attorneys
joined the military knows exactly what
parallels between stereotypi
students essentially
I'm talking about. It's the I-went-throughcal hazing and law school ^mmim
"shave our heads" in
it-when-I-was-in-their-shoes-so-they-haveare extraordinary. The newly selected
our quest to achieve a J.D.
to-too mentality. Mature, right?
members of my high school's varsity
So, like we used to say to our
However, it makes perfect sense
men's soccer team were far from excited
pledges when they were broken, ready
about being forced to shave their heads,
to give up, and beyond exhausted from
somehow. The three years spent in law
not having slept in days, "If we made
but they did it because they were excited
school don't teach students how to be
good attorneys, (because we all can list a
about what would come after they shed
it through, so will you. Just keep go
number of practitioners who could likely
their goldilocks. One small sacrifice
ing."
be out-litigated by Lindsey Lohan or some
meant being part of the team. Most sane

Competition from page 1.
Wayne Cohen, one of the founding part
ners of the firm explains how the firm's
relationship with GW was formed. "We
began sponsoring the competition to help
give students an opportunity to improve
their trial skills through competition.
Having taught at the law school since
1993, it was a great fit!"
That goal has certainly paid divi
dends, as observers raved about the level
of skill displayed at this year's competi
tion. According to Myers, "all of the
competitors conducted their rounds in
a civil and professional manner. We saw
plenty of compliments from judges to that
effect on score sheets." And Cohen agrees,
noting that "every year the law students
seem to get better and better. Last year I
walked out of the event thinking I'd like
to hire all of the competitors to handle
cases at our firm."
Of course, not everyone was pleased
with the results. Turner explains that
there is always a sticky issue when stu
dents judge other students, leading to
some competitors questioning their judg
es' knowledge of the rules of evidence.
However, with so many competitors,
student judges seem to be a necessary
evil. As Myers, stated in extending his
appreciation to Mock Trial Board mem
bers, "I of course want to thank all of the
members of the Mock Trial Board who
judged, since (along with our practitioner
judges), we could not hold a competition
like this without their efforts."
Still, after such skilled advocacy in
the first round, judges and competitors
alike are looking forward to this weekend
to see how the competition plays out.

ANIKA KE SWANI

Night Court
<

Bringing Technology
Back
During my first year, I took for
granted that if I couldn't make it to
class, I could request a recording and
catch up the next day. Further investiga
tion taught me that not every law school
offers recorded classes for students,
and some prohibit it entirely. Hiding
behind an innocent-looking door on the
3rd floor of GW's Stuart Hall lies an
extensive media center and systematic
process for one of the more technologi
cally advanced systems at a local law
school and in the country.
First, a little background: class
recordings are always available when
lectures are rescheduled. Class record
ings beyond this are up to each professor
- each fills out a form at the start of
each school year, selecting one of four
options for consent to record (including
an option to opt-out of participating
entirely). Because a lecture is the intel
lectual property of a professor, record
ings beyond rescheduled classes are left
to their discretion. Students have two
options when requesting a recording:
the first is to request a recording from
the Office of Student Affairs. This
requires students to contact the OSA di

rectly when the recording is required for
reasons pre-approved by a professor's
consent to record. The reasons include
religious holidays, a family emergency,
giving birth or becoming a new parent,
and until the swine flu disappears, flu
or flu-like symptoms. The OSA reviews
the professor's consent form and noti
fies that professor prior to initiating a
recording.
The second option is when a
student's request falls outside of these
pre-approved categories, such as workrelated activities, volunteering for voter
protection, or even getting married. In
this scenario, students must request a
recording directly from a professor. If
the professor approves, he then contacts
the Media Center to initiate the record
ing. Many professors are flexible, but
occasionally part-time students have to
miss class due to work and professors
are unaware they can (or are unwilling
to) make an exception to the standard
policy. Regardless of the route your
request follows, as soon as class is over,
the media center's system combines
with magic at the OSA to initiate the
recording and make it available on the

the same old arguments however, we
haven't come around. Nobody except
a few districts on the west coast and in
the Northeast wants climate change
legislation that will raise prices on
virtually every consumer good. And
badmouthing the insurance industry
hasn't convinced anyone, that handing
the reins over to the federal government
will suddenly improve the health care
industry. In between a pure Athenianstyle democracy and totalitarianism
lies a point in which leaders can strike
the balance between making the tough
decisions and understanding that they
are elected to represent the popular will.
Democrats in Congress and the Admin
istration have overshot this mark by a
mile. Given such flagrant disregard for
their constituents' concerns, it can come
as little surprise that many Democrats
are finding their seats hotly contested.

BRIC from page 3.
concern for a growing economy such
as China.
Therefore, while it might seem
that every time we read the papers
about economic growth in the BRIC
countries, it appears as if the BRICs are
destined for economic supremacy in the
near future, I just do not see it happen
ing for the aforementioned reasons. Ad
ditionally, the rampant corruption that
permeates all of the BRIC societies will
only add break fluid to their wheels of
economic progress. Nevertheless, I do
not believe the BRICs are destined for
failure. Contrary to that, I stand for the

proposition that the BRICs will emerge
as important global players in the future,
just not the economic superpowers that
they are being touted to become.
web portal. Our media center can au
tomatically record up to 12 classes at a
time, and the team can manually record
additional classes or events as needed
- they keep the office open from the
beginning of the first morning class to
the end of the last evening class just in
case. Many other law schools, includ
ing Georgetown and Harvard, offer
similar technology and processes, but
record audio only. The University of
Washington and Louisville's Brandeis
School of Law both offer variations on
video recordings, and have a strikingly
similar recording policy to GW. Inter
estingly, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
has leveraged our technology to conduct
and record videoconferences, proof that
GW truly is leading in this area.
The GW class recording policy
was developed by an ad-hoc faculty
committee, appointed to determine
the events 'beyond student control'
and offer a simple solution. The list
is limited to help preserve the value of
dialogue-based learning within a legal
education. Although the committee is
ad-hoc, the Office of Student Affairs is
open to regular policy re-evaluations as
needed. As GW's part-time program
and tuition costs grow, more students
may need recordings for missing class
due to work commitments. If that's
the sort of thing you'd like to see on
the standard list of approved reasons,
encourage your professors to take ac
tion to make our law school a more
supportive learning environment. And
the next time you find yourself on the
third floor of Stuart Hall, swing by the
Media Center to say hi to the team that
makes it easy to take the technology for
granted.
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Inside the SBA:
Part II: The Programming Committee
BY LAUREN SCHMIDT

Staff Writer

This is the second in a series of articles intende d to give students a behind-the-scenes look
into the mysterious goings-on of the Student Bar Association.
Last time, we delved into the innerworkings of the GW SBA Senate. This
week, we deal with an equally important
part of the
SBA, the
Executive
Branch,
Because
c a u s e
And, beeverybody loves a
everybody
loves a
will focus
party, we
ly on the
specificalparty
most entertaining of Executi ve
Branch committees- the Programming
Committee.
While the Programming Com
mittee is but a small part of the SBA's
Executive Branch, it has a huge impact
on the life of the average law student.
Members of the Programming Commit
tee are responsible for planning the weekly
bar reviews, athletic activities, and major
events such as the Barrister's Ball and the
upcoming Halloween festivities- events
which bring joy to even the most frazzled
of law students.
Headed by the Vice President
of Programming, Phil Havenstein, the
Committee is comprised of the directors
of three sub-committees: weekly events,
athletics, and major events. The VP
and directors work together to plan and
execute the several existing events, while

also brainstorming possibilities for new
go so swimmingly. Apparently, the semievents. And, like all SBAers, members
disastrous soiree involved random partyof the Programming Committee en
crashers, too few bartenders, and long
courage student and faculty input.
waits in the rain. Needless to say, several
Take, for example, the aforemen
students complained and changes were
made. These days, Rebecca says, "the
tioned Halloween festivities. Prior
to a suggestion a few years ago by
SBA insists that venue provide students
and guests with exclusive access to the
faculty that the SBA host more familyoriented events, the Halloween Festival
entire club" as well as adequate staffing.
did not exist. Now, says former VP of
Currently, members of the Pro
Programming and current Chief of
gramming Committee are working to
Staff Rebecca Bianchi, "it has
put the finishing touches
on
the Halloween event,
become an integral part of
This year's
which will take place on
the SBA's annual Halloween
Festival
Thursday, October 29th.
event." This year's Festival
promises to be After that, members will
promises to be one of the best
yet and will include carnival
one of the best shift their focus to the GW
Law annual ski trip and the
games, a caricaturist, a fortu
yet
Barrister's Ball. Also excitneteller, and even a pie-eating
ing is a proposal for a new
contest.
^m
and improved GW Law Olympics - the
Students have also helped im
athletics sub-committee hopes to have
prove the event-planning process.
several GW graduate programs compete
Directors always consider students'
against each other. While it is still in the
suggestions, comments, and complaints
very early stages of planning, such an
when choosing an event venue and, if
event could prove a wonderful addition to
something goes awry, the SBA does its
the law school's already large repertoire
best to avoid similar problems in the fu
of social activities.
ture. We have been spoiled by perfectly
As always, if you have any sug
planned and seamlessly executed par
gestions or comments, please contact the
ties as of late, but a few years ago GW
Law's annual Halloween party did not

Don't Be "That Guy"
sorry. I'm sure that they're not about
you. Or not just about you. I have
titled this public service announcement
"Don't Be That Guy".*
Don't Be That Guy who poses
ridiculous hypos in class.
Whether or not you saw an
awesome and legally rel
evant episode of "Law and
Order: SVU" last night, or
found yourself wondering
about personal jurisdiction
on Jupiter is of absolutely
no interest to the class.
If you must pose a hypo,
please try to limit yourself to 5 minutes,
a minimum of detail, and characters
that one could find in real life. I do
not care how one would properly serve
process to a velociraptor.
Don't Be That Guy who clears
his throat every 30 seconds in the li
brary. I re alize that it is not a designated

quiet study space. I realize that you appar
ently lodged an entire Uptowner breakfast
sandwich in front of your uvula. But are
you actually choking? If so, I would be
more than happy to administer the Heim
lich Maneuver. I learned it in Brownies.
However, this incessant throat-clearing is
making me think that I am being exposed
to swine flu. They have shots for that. Oh,
wait, they don't? Never mind.
Don't Be That Guy who asks the
very last question, even when class is
way, way over. So the professor ran 7
minutes over in his lecture, and you really,
really need to have your question an
swered? Let me ask you this. Do you feel
the temperature go up as you raise your
hand? Those are the red-hot stares of your
classmates, boring into the back of your
head. How important is this question?
Does it have to do with velociraptors? Or
worse, a poorly-veiled reference to some
thing you did as an undergrad that you
just found out was a felony? Yeah. Not
a good time. I need fo caffeinate before I
collapse on my attack sheet, and you are
officially interfering with my ability to do
so. Not cool.
Don't Be That Guy who talks

an historical context when questions
arise about why a statute was drafted a
particular way."
In addition to her new position,
Strokoff will continue at GW, teaching
the spring Legislative Analysis and
Drafting class with Polly Craighill,
Senior Counsel in the Senate Office
of Legislative Counsel. Strokoff said
that the opportunity to work alongside
a friend and colleague was "fun" and
that she believes her students - who
she described as "bright and engaged"
- benefit from receiving both the House
and Senate perspectives on drafting

legislation. Strokoff carries the approach
she takes on the job into her pedagogy.
"Since so much of my day job is 'partici
patory,' that is, engaging my clients in the
drafting process, I believe the best way to
learn about legislative drafting is to jump
right in and do it," she said, describing
a process that includes examining laws
already on the books, exploring potential
unintended consequences, and finally,
formulating the legislation in "a clear,
organized, concise way."
Strokoff said that she has "learned a
lot from teaching" and that the experience
has given her a fresh perspective on her

BY JILLIAN MEEK

Staff Writer

So, here we are. I've been in law
school for two months now, I've ac
knowledged I'm an idiot, and I had the
experience of turning in my first memo
and taking my first midterm to reiter
ate that, over and over and
over. I have been sitting on
the couch post-exam for a
while, and after catching up
on all the trashy TV I missed,
my sense of obligation to
my community reasserted
itself. In the wake of the
trauma that was the first law
school exam, I have decided
to write a public service announcement.
Studying for the first exam was a stressful
experience, but there are things out there
that made in and out of class preparation
unnecessarily, sometimes hilariously,
awful. I do not know all of these people
personally, or by name. If you're offended
by these descriptions, I am deeply, deeply

Strokoff from page 1
ing." She cited specifically her close work
with congressional staffers, the intellectual
challenges of determining the precise
wording necessary to express legislators'
intentions, and "trying to maintain a
sense of humor about the hard parts of
the job." Strokoff feels that the work she
and the other attorneys in the Office do
is deeply meaningful. "Because of their
lengthy tenure in the Office," she said,
"attorneys frequently become the institu
tional memory for a particular statute or
an entire body of law, which can provide

SBA.

Cancer from page 3.
produce harmful products, or byprod
ucts, should refrain from raising money
for breast cancer? Of course not. But if
companies want to be socially respon
sible, they should make an effort to align
their products with their philanthropy.
Health problems, especially ones
as serious as breast cancer, deserve more
than mega-companies encouraging
consumers to "Buy Pink!" Does this
mean you shouldn't ever buy a prod
uct because it's tied to breast cancer
research in some way? Of course not.
But ThinkBeforeYouPink, a website
dedicated to raising awareness of Breast
Cancer Awareness marketing (how
meta!), has a list of helpful questions to
consider before taking the plunge into
pink-product territory. Among these
are the following: How much money
from your purchase actually goes to
wards breast cancer? Is there a cap on
the amount that will be donated? Do
you know what breast cancer organi
zation receives the donation? Does the
company in question contribute to the
breast cancer epidemic through use of
chemicals or pollutants in their course
of business?
Know and recognize the differ
ence between awareness and research.
I recently saw a breakdown of where
donations to Susan G. Komen go. In
2008, Susan G. Komen spent $98,548
on breast cancer research. That's pretty
admirable, until you consider that they
spent $ $134,195,000 on "education".
You tell me: after years and years of
stores being inundated with pink prod
ucts that, admittedly, have very little to
do with the disease, what do women
suffering from breast cancer need? More

awareness? Or a cure? If we actually
want to find a cure for breast cancer, we
have to re-evaluate the commodification
of breast cancer, and place more focus
on what's truly important: the search for
a cure. A breast cancer survivor said it
best on a t-shirt: "F*ck awareness, find
a cure."
about how he has his Shmemo Two
draft done already while the rest of
us are wigging out about the midterm.
Yes. You're a superhero. But get a
secret identity as a normal person who
hasn't had time to work on that much
yet, since they had an exam to study for
and an inability to go five days without
sleep. It's a humility thing. The rest of
us mere mortals want to look up to you
as a pillar of Truth, Justice, and the GW
1L Way, and we can't do that if you're
bragging about how you are more awe
some than the rest of us.
*(Obviously, the designation is
gender neutral, but I think it's much
more entertaining to picture someone
who looks like a "Tool Academy"
runner up perpetrating the following
acts.)

work in the Office. Teaching has "made
me more aware of why I do things that
have become second nature," she said.
"I'm more likely to contemplate, while
I am working on a project, how I would
teach someone else to do what I am
doing." Asked what advice she would
give to any of her students interested
in pursuing a similar career in govern
ment, Strokoff replied that law students
should "seek out lawyers who work in
the various agencies and branches of
government and talk to them. You will
find a place that is right for you."
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Thirteen Wines Done
Dirt Cheap

Ask Yunji!
BY YUNJI KIM

Columnist

BY JOON SONG

Columnist

Unlike my law school career, I'm Riesling from one of Germany's best
ambitious for this week's column. It producers is light, off-dry, and depend
seeks to find thirteen wines that are each able. Great with Thai food. Available at
under twenty dollars. It also seeks to the Wine Specialist.
make reference to a song (and album)
released before any GW
VELT.l GRUNER
Law student was born
VELTLINER
with the sole exception of
BURGENLAND,
Terry Schoone-jongen.
AUSTRIA | GRUNER
But I digress. Late
VELTLINER | $11.99.
ly I've been fortunate
Griiner is touted as the
enough to enjoy some
next big white wine. It's
very terrific (and some
lean and dry, and has
times relatively expen
an unmistakable finish
sive) wines through a
of pepper. Pick it up at
sort of pseudo-socialist
Whole Foods.
wine buying arrange
LA VIELLE FERment. See, e.g., Joon Song, Sketches ME BLANC
of Wines of Spain, NOTA BENE, Oct.
COTES DU LUBERON, FRANCE
14,2009, at 10-11 (purchasing a number | GRENACHE BLANC, BOURBOUof moderately-expensive Spanish wines LENC, UGNI BLANC, AND ROUSand hosting a wine tasting to "recoup SANNE | $12.00. Simple but eager to
[my] monetary losses"). One of the please with its crisp peach and pear notes.
(very few) criticisms of my columns this Available at Whole Foods—look for its
semester has been the fact that most of easy-to-spot rooster and hen label.
the wines are a bit pricy-—at least in law
FRANCOIS CHIDAINE TOschool terms. Thus, I thought I'd dig URAINE SAUVIGNON BLANC
through my personal archives and de
TOURAINE, FRANCE 1 SAU
vote this installment to some delicious VIGNON BLANC 1 $ 12.99. A familiar
•wines that can meet anyone's budget.
name, no? Racy and tart, with a lean
I've divided these wines into styles

and then arranged the wines within
each style by price range. I've also notated the varietal or grapes, the specific
country and/or appellation, and when
available have indicated where you can
pick up a bottle in DC. Please note that
I did not include vintages for most of
my selections: although this is undoubt
edly important, this adds another level
of complexity we can avoid for now!
There are so many great wines out
there: no need to overpay.
SPARKLING
CHARLES DE FERE "BLANC
DE BLANC" RESERVE BRUT
FRANCE | CHARDONNAY
| $12.99. Elegant and light, with toast
and green apple. Used in cocktails at
Founding Farmers. Available at the
Wine Specialist.
KORBEL BRUT ROSE
CALIFORNIA I P INOT NOIR
AND CHENIN BLANC | $13.00$15.00. VERY fresh, with notes of
strawberry. Pink, thus perfect for
Valentine's Day. Available at most
supermarkets.
WHITE
CHARLES SHAW "INTERNA
TIONAL AUSTRALIAN" CHAR
DONNAY
AUSTRALIA | CHARDON
NAY | $2.99. I never thought I'd say
this about Two (or Three) Buck Chuck,
but the International Australian version
of the chardonnay is not bad for three
bucks. It's not great, but it's better than
most of what you can find for three
bucks. Available at Trader Joe's.
DR. LOOSEN "DR. L" RIES
LING, MOSEL VALLEY, GERMA
NY | RIESLING | $9.00-$13.00. It
comes in a screw-top, sure, but this intro

streak of minerality. Perfect for chicken
and fish.

RED
ORACLE OF THE STARS PINOTAGE
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AF
RICA | PINOTAGE | $7.99. Smoky
with nice acidity, would go well with
barbeque. Find at the Wine Specialist or
many other wine stores.
MAIPE MALBEC
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA |
MALBEC | $9.99. Dark and brooding,
very sensual. Great expression of the
varietal. Find at Cairo Liquors.
JEAN DESCOMBES MORGON
CRU BEAUJOLAIS
MORGON, BEAUJOLAIS,
FRANCE | GAMAY | $8.00-$11.00.
Light but not insubstantial. A thirst
quencher that goes well with chicken and
fish. Available at Bell Wine & Spirits.
DOMAINE CLAVEL "LES GARRIGUES"
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE | GR
ENACHE, SYRAH, AND MOURVEDRE | $12.00-$14.00. Medium-bodied
with dark fruits, nice tannins, stone, and
herbs.
2006 DOMAINE JOULIN SAUMUR CHAMPIGNY ROUGE
SAUMUR CHAMPIGNY,
FRANCE | CABERNET FRANC |
$17.99. Very smooth and light. Like
strawberries mixed with gravel. Serve
lightly chilled; great with eggs (so drink
it with breakfast!). Available at the Wine
Specialist.
BORSAO "TRES PICOS" GARNACHA
CAMPO DE BORJA, SPAIN
GARNACHA | $18.99
Powerful and expressive redolent
with dark berries and leather. A heavy
weight Spanish Grenache. A definite
crowd-pleaser. Look for it at the Wine
Specialist.

Dear Yunji,
I don't know what to do for Halloween. I just don't have time to makean
elaborate costume this year. I have a lot of deadlines coming up,
® '' 1
on my class reading, but I still want to look good at the SBA Halloween Party.

What costume should I wear?
Yours Truly,
Distressed in Dupont
Dear Distressed,
I am afraid it's been of those weeks where I can only speak in terms of obvious
metaphors and punctuate my thoughts with bad existential tidbits. I th ink yours is
the most common problem neurotic adults (a.k.a. most law students) face. Every
morning when we go to school, every time we go to parties, and on every date that
goes well, we ask ourselves, "What mask should I put on?"
We've already gone through the period of "finding ourselves" in college. Our
selves being found, our main concern now is hiding these selves as best we can. How
do we mask the utter terror of being called on in class, and the debilitating anxiety of
unemployment? How do we keep from revealing that tearful, nervous type of crazy
that swells up within whenever an attractive person stands in front of us?
Finding a costume for your personality is difficult, and I have no words to help
you. On a more practical note, don't worry too much about the Halloween costume.
If you're a guy, wear a sports jersey and be your favorite sportsman. If you're a
girl, wear an appropriately revealing dress with a costume accessory (hair band with
animal ears or devil horns, a fancy mask -depending on the dress, it probably won t
matter). True, people may stare and tongues may wag. But remember, malicious
gossip is fleeting. Booty-ful pictures are forever. Happy Halloween!
Got a question about what's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom, or the world
in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what's on your mind. Yunji has the
answer!

Balloon Boy Was a Bad
Idea
BY HEATHER BENTON

Staff Writer

The balloon boy story has taken
unexpected turn. Balloon Boy, the aptly
named Falcon Heene, initially implicated
the story as a hoax during a CNN in
terview. And while the father, Richard
Heene, later claimed to have no knowl
edge of a hoax, the mother, Mayumi,
has allegedly informed investigators that
she and her husband knew all along that
Falcon was hiding in the house. The hoax
which involved the family of weather
chasers and ET seekers, a large silver fly
ing-saucer shaped balloon and a 2-hour
manhunt is now under investigation by the
police and the FBI. So what would cause
a family to engage in such an elaborate
cry for attention? In this author's opin
ion... unfulfilled dreams and a tendency
towards the abnormal.
For those who might have been hid
ing under a rock over the last couple of
weeks and may have missed the story, let
me recap briefly. Last Thursday, October
15, the nation sat captivated as the police
launched a 2-hour manhunt for Falcon,
who's parents claimed that he was last
seen in a compartment of the family's
silver weather balloon and blew away with
the balloon when it became un-tethered.
The police and FBI used media and Na
tional Guard helicopters to track the UFO
shaped balloon only to have it land in a
field without the boy. Witnesses claimed
that they saw something fall from the
balloon, but in actuality were probably
suffering from overactive imaginations.

The police tracked the stories and even
temporarily closed the Denver airport
only to later find out Balloon Boy had
been hiding in a cardboard box in his
family's attic or garage. His exact location
depends on which story you read.
Aside from the obvious, the whole
situation calls into question not only the
sanity of the family, but also the logic of
the police department and authorities in
volved in this situation. Richard Heene, a
supposed experienced weather "scientist"
who rides a motorcycle into storms, didn't
properly tether the balloon? And this
whole event should occur just months af
ter the family appeared on "Wife Swap"?
Makes you wonder. Not only does an
experienced scientist know that there are
certain precautions that should be taken
when operating such "equipment", but
also that he needs to be certain of where
the people around him are at any given
time. But perhaps, the Balloon man was
not so much of a scientist as an inexperi
enced weather chaser, a former would be
actor with a failed film editing company
who appeared not once, but twice on
"Wife Swap". In addition, he had ap
peared on various other scientific shows
about weather chasers. And the mother?
Mayumi, known to the family as "ninja"
because she drives the storm-mobile on
their chases, is also a former actor who
seems destined to follow her husband into

See Balloon on Page 1
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Bar Brief:
George

TERRY SCH OONE-JONGEN

Reversible^
Errors

We know you cried your eyes out because of the absence of our column in
the last issue of the Nota Bene, but luckily our failed attempts at Cohen & Cohen
and Van Vleck are officially over so now we're back in full force.... We promise to
tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. As future members of the
DC Lawyers Assistance Program, we are proud to present a bi-weekly run-down
of DC hotspots. Now that the school year is officially in action, we are well aware
that you are too busy to even attempt to plan your own social life. Luckily for you,
we're here to serve as your personal party planners. This week we're doing a review
of George, the October 8th Bar Review venue.
Before getting into this review, we'd like to introduce ourselves to the new
batch of lLs at GW Law (everyone else, you, unfortunately, know us by now). Set
is a recent graduate of GW undergrad (no she did not wear tights, an oversized
white t-shirt, big black sunglasses, or carry a $5K bag...) and DC's very own former
bar wench. You will likely meet her soon as she will probably harass you at Bar
Review, which she is now partially in charge of organizing (suggestions welcome!).
Lisa, a Chicago/Philadelphia-import, is thrilled to be able to use her newest batch
of loan money to buy drinks, not books.
Case: Review of George, the new
ultra-exclusive bar/lounge in George
town. We were skeptical of this new
spot, but thought we would give it a
try because we were told that it was a
private party for GW Law.
Facts: Lo
cated in a back al
ley in Georgetown,
George certainly is
a bit off the beaten
path. With that
being said, you're
better off staying
far, far away from
this path, as this
place does not have

1~ t o offer. w<arrived fairly early

with our crew of
usual suspects and were promptly greet
ed by a group of unfriendly bouncers
who were not too eager to see our faces.
With a ridiculous door policy that only
allows people on the guest list in, it took
a while before all of our friends were al
lowed through the "gates." When we all
finally got through the velvet ropes, we
entered and immediately started sweat
ing; obviously temperature control is
not something that this bar specializes
in. Furthermore, the set up was not
conducive to moving, talking, or other
aspects of socializing. With a small
lobby bar area and a long corridor that
led to another bar, it was easy to lose our
friends and hard to procure drinks. Oh
and how about those super drink spe
cials? $3 PBR cans (which we're pretty
sure are $2 at every other bar without
a special) and $5 Miller drafts certainly

SBA from page 2.
Halloween Party. Ibiza was the ultimate
selection because of its superior event
space and availability on Thursday night.
Additionally, the entire club will be open
exclusively to GW Law students and
their guests. Once inside, students will
immediately be impressed with the layout
and decor of Ibiza. The club consists of a
main room with a large dance floor, which
is surrounded by numerous comfortable
seating areas. Immediately adjacent to
the main room is a smaller lounge, where
a generous selection of hors d'oeuvres
provided by Windows Catering Com
pany will be available to partygoers. In
addition, although the temperature may
be chilly, students will have access to a
stunning rooftop terrace. A virtual tour of
the entire club is available at www.ibizadc.
com. Finally, the highly anticipated Hal
loween Costume Contest will take place
as the clock strikes midnight. Prizes will

did not make it easy to get shwasted on
a budget. The one bright spot of the bar
were the bathrooms which were large
and new.
Issue: Why the pretentious
guest policy? Need we remind you
that this is DC?
Who do you think
is going to show
up that needs to
be protected from
the rowdy general
public? Why the
outrageous drink
prices? We real
ize we were in
Georgetown but
a new bar should
always offer good

drink specials to
ensure repeat customers. And why the
lack of lighting? We couldn't be sure
that the people we were intermittently
grinding up on were friends or random
strangers. And why the horrible set
up? Getting a drink shouldn't involve
moving through an American Gladiator
style obstacle course of people. Guess
we should have worn our spandex
unitards.
Holding: In the words of SNL's
Amy Poehler and Seth Meyers, REAL
LY?! George did not live up to the hype
and we definitely won't be returning.
Rule: Confucious say, new bar
should always try to please customers
not alienate them. We won't be sur
prised to hear that George has been shut
down before the semester is over.
RS.- Halloween Party in 1 week.
ARE YOU READY?!
be awarded to individual and group
costume winners.
Please join us this year at the SBA
Halloween Party and Festival! Tickets
are on sale for $25 the week of the event
at the Student Information Desk from
10:00 AM-6:00 PM.

Balloon

from page 6.

whatever hell he has determines neces
sary to fulfill his dreams; dangerous
storms, balloon hoaxes and all. In fact
the two met in acting school in Hol
lywood. Apparently, their acting skills
bona fide; they were able to convince
almost an entire nation, the police and
the FBI that their son had flown off in
their experimental weather balloon.
In addition to the failed attention from
"Wife Swap", the family had a show in
the works with ABC which fell through
and TLC refused a proposal from the

Bloodletting at the Red
Cross
Visually, it was also acceptable—it looked
Time was that I regularly donated
like a doctor's office, and a clean one at
blood. Before law school, I was one
that. I was attended by a nurse whose
of those guys who was donating every
name I did not catch, but she asked me
45 (or so) days. Even during the first
where she would be able to find a cord
year of law school, I participated in
for her flat screen TV. I
several blood drives. But
j
suggested the local Radio
then, during the summer
•
Shack. I now confess that
of 2008, I went and got
rj
(1) I'm unsure if the local
a tattoo. With regard to
/>v) Jk •
Radio Shack would deal in
the Red Cross here in the
y Whf*
flat screen TV accessories
District, that disqualifies
and (2) I have only the barest
you from donating for the
'Mfjjj
of idea as to where the local
next twelve months. And '
. MC
_,J
Radio Shack is. It may be
so there I sat. Disqualion L Street. The first reader
fied.
to email me with the proper
Until this past July!
address will receive a shout out in my
On or about July 6, 2009,1 passed the
next column.
one-year bar on donating blood. To
Once the discussion of video acces
mark this occasion, I received callsfrom
sories was out of the way, it was time for
the Red Cross three times a day. These
the usual battery of tests. My pulse was a
calls arrived at inopportune times, came
calm 62. My iron count was a little higher
from an "UNAVAILABLE" number,
than normal, which was a good thing—I
and never left messages. This pattern
credit my recent practice of including
continued on a regular basis until I fi
spinach on my pickle, cheese, and mus
nally broke down and answered, which
tard sandwiches. My blood pressure was
was on or about October 10. I am only
also good, I assume, as the nurse nodded
slightly exaggerating about the three
approvingly after testing it. And, finally,
times a day thing. During this time
frame, there were, admittedly, times
the veins in my forearms were sufficiently
when I could have answered, but it got
prominent to elicit the verbal approval of
to a point where I wasn't answering
when I could have on principle. On

or about October 10 it dawned on me
that, just perhaps, there wasn't really
any principle behind my own private
standoff, and so I answered. Soon, I
was scheduled to donate.
And so it came to pass that I ar
rived at the E Street donation center this
past Thursday. Sadly, no one was man
ning the reception desk in the donors'
area, but after a few minutes' wait, the
necessary receptionist materialized. I
was in a bit of a hurry, so I pulled a few
deft maneuvers that ensured I would be
first in line: I stood up and walked to
the reception desk before anyone else
who was waiting did so. Truly, I am
a leader.
After securing my spot as the first
donor of the afternoon, I was ushered
into a small office for the initial testing.
Acoustically, this office was acceptable.
father to do a reality show. Some people
will do anything for their 15 minutes
of fame.
There is already something that
is inherently problematic about the
families of those who participate in
"Wife Swap". The children are usually
uncontrolled rugrats or are under so
strict a lifestyle that they embody newage Puritans. The husband and wife
are generally lacking in communication
and sometimes bedroom skills and the
women who do the swapping enact
such extreme rules that it drives their
new family into chaos, rebellion and
sometimes tears. I confess that I have
ventured to watch a few episodes of
the show and am consistently appalled
at the unstructured or super-structured
environments these families operate in.
Just once, I'd like to see what happened
if the husband's swapped. The show
makes you wonder what kind of family
it is that thinks swapping wives is even

the nurse. I was ready. It was time for
the bloodletting.

I marched from the testing room
to the actual donation area, where the
overhead monitors were relating the in
teresting story of rescuers attempting to
extract a horse from a sinkhole, or some
thing to that effect. I laid down on one of
the donation tables. The attendant began
rubbing iodine on my arm. He prepared
the blood donation bag. He readied the
needle. He stuck it into the inner joint of
my elbow.
And then all hell failed to break
lose. As in, I didn't bleed. The attendant,
puzzled, started adjusting the needle,
hitting all sorts of nerves I never knew I
had in the process. He muttered several
times that he was sure the needle was in
my vein, but I just wasn't bleeding. After
some 10 minutes of painful needle adjust-

See Blood on Page 8
healthy. If the Heene's are any indication
we're all in trouble. The strange family
was so popular the first time around that
the American viewing audience voted
them to make a second appearance on
the show's 100th Episode.
Aside from the bizarre behavior of
the Heene's, one also has to wonder about
the bizarre behavior of the police depart
ment. I'm not even sure the police both
ered to check the home before launching
a huge and expensive manhunt. If that's
their usual protocol, they might want to
re-evaluate the SOP's and maxe some
revisions. It's not that they shouldn't have
followed the balloon, but they might have
decreased the headache for themselves
if they had one group of officers search
the house and another group follow that
balloon. It would appear that there was
some skepticism on behalf of the police
department as well; the family was under

See Balloon on Page 8
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ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)

POCKET
law school events
Wednesday October 28

Ooh, you should probably have stayed home today...

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)
Despite your best efforts, you still have a rash on your chest.

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)

1 have the perfect Halloween costume for you - overachieving Type A law student

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)
Yikes. That's all.

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)
A lot of people wear masks for Halloween. Hint, hint.

How to Afford a Government or Public Interest Career
Learn everything you need to know about loan repayment
assistance programs for attorneys working in government and
public interest jobs.
5:00-6:00PM, B505

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
One man's trash may be another man's treasure, but the local sanitation
officials are nevertheless tired of you stealing your neighbors' garbage
and hoarding it on your front yard.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)
A surprise USDA inspection will catch you in the act of cooking frozen
hamburger patties at slightly less than the 150 degrees recommended
by the packaging.

Saturday October 31
Van VIeck Constitutional Law Moot Court: Quarters

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Scorpio had to take a personal day this issue. He'll be back on the job next issue.

Sunday November 1
Cohen & Cohen Mock Trial: Quarters and Semis

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22^DEC. 21)

Thursday November 5

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)

IP Speaker Series - Joe Miller (Lewis & Clark)
"Nature and Scope of the PTO's Regulatory Power"
1:30-3:00pm, B505

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)

Overenthusiasm is a real turn-off - you should stop calling so frequently.

You should put your pants back on. Really.

Sirius, Betelgeuse, and Antares are in alignment this week. Pray to whatever
god you believe in this relationship doesn't last long.

Tuesday November 10
L a w Re v u e Auditions

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 2 0 )

All the damning and cursing in the world won't change the fact that the

Come be a part of GW's most entertaining student group. Au
ditions for the February show will start at 8pm and consist of
script reading and one song.
8-lOpm, LL201
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local Safeway isn't carrying blueberries right now.

Blood

from page 7.

ments and my refusal to bleed, he let me
go and sent me to the canteen, where I
enjoyed a Diet Coke and a cookie. The
rescuers were still trying to get the horse
out of the sinkhole.
Since that day, I have sported an
enor-
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mous bruise that refuses to go away, and
every now and then feel a sharp pain in
my elbow, as though someone were ad
justing a needle therein. Also, because
I failed to bleed the minimum amount
last Thursday, the daily "UNAVAIL
ABLE" calls have begun again.
I'm getting another tattoo at my
earliest convenience.
Even so, out of five pints of whole
blood, the Red Cross Donation Center
on E Street gets five, because you know
damn well it's a good cause.

Balloon from page 7
investigation even before Balloon Boy
launched (pun intended) allegations of a
hoax during the CNN interview.
The Heene's are getting their 15
minutes of fame amidst this balloon saga.
But they are also getting some unwanted
attention from the police that could net
them some jail time. The police have
stated that charges against the Heene's
could include conspiracy, contributing to
the delinquency of a minor, making false
charges and could include retribution to
the state for the costs incurred. I guess
we should all just be grateful that the
Heene's didn't claim that their son was
abducted by aliens. The police allegedly
took a picture of a flying saucer out of the
Heene's home during their search and the
family researches extraterrestrials in their
spare time. Imagine the national chaos
that would have arisen had the police
gone on a manhunt for a boy abducted
by aliens. All this in a week defined by
runaway balloons, pilots forgetting to land
their airplanes. As someone on www.
textsffomlastnight.com put it, "I'm glad
balloon boy was found. I though it was
Michael Jackson ordering takeout from
heaven."

